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Abstract 
The aim of this work, given the general common positive solutions of some types of adjointable bounded 
operator equations define on complex Hilbert space, also introduce the  general common positive solutions  
for system of operator equations upon some necessary and sufficient conditions for existence these solutions  
via g-inverse operator.  
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1. Introduction 
The subject of positive solution studied in initial on matrix equations after that this concept introduce on some 
types of bounded operator equations such as, Jacobe C, Andre C and Arie L in 1993, studies the matrix equation 
QAXAX  1*  and found positive define solution, where Q  is positive define and finally given the 
number of solutions[1],in 2005 Xiam Zhang introduce the necessary and sufficient conditions to get the 
nonnegative define solution of operator equations ** BBAXA   and ** DDCXC  [4], Qingxiang Xu, in 
2008 given the general common Hermition and positive  solutions  for bounded linear operator equations AX 
= C and  XB = D, also given the represented of this solution[5],  in this work, we introduce the  general 
common positive solutions for the adjointable operator equations  BBAXA **   and ,** DDCXC   (1) 
appeared in [4],  by using g-inverse operator, also the general common positive solutions for  system of 
adjointable operator equations ,** DDBXB  ,** CCAXA  ,** EEAXB  .
** FFBXA   (2), it 
generalization to the adjointable operator equations (1). 
 At first we must introduce some basic concept of operator such as, adjoint of operator was define by:  let 
KHA : be a bounded operator from a Hilbert spaces H onto K then adjoint operator denoted by *A  and  
HKA :*  such that  yAxyAx *,, , where for all Hx  and Ky  [2] also, the 
generalize  inverse of  operator KHA :  is denoted by ),( HKBA   satisfying the condition 
A AAA   [3] and an operator KHA :  is said to be positive operator if 0,  xAx , for all 
Xx  and denoted by ,0A  [2]. 
 
Proposition (1) :- 
 If HHA :  positive operator, it follows 0A  then, 0* Axx  for any .Hx  [5]  
 
1- general Common positive Solutions for some types of adjointable Operator Equations.  
In this section, we introduce the common positive solution of adjointable bounded operator 
equations, ,** BBAXA  DDCXC
**   (1) via g-inverse operator these equations appeared in [4],  
Theorem (1.1): 
Let ),,(, KHBCA  ),(, HKBDB   and MCA ,,  have g-inverse operators, then the adjointable 
operator equations (1) have a common positive solution if and only if  
,** BBBBAA  ,0)(
***   MMSMMSDD ),0,( ** DDBB where,
*** )( CABBCAS   and ).( AAICM
  
Proof:- 
    We claim 
*******
0 )()()()()( AAIMABCBCAMAAIABBAX
     be a 
common solution to the adjointable operator equations (1), since 0, ** DDBB  then by using proposition 
(1), we can have 0X   is positive and substitute 0X  in  the left side of adjointable operator equations (1) we 
get;  
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   )()()()()( **********0 AAAIMABCBCAMAAIAAABBAAAAX
   
   
*** )(        AABBAA     
       BBAA
*                        
By the condition ,** BBBBAA   so BBAAX **0    
 And, **********
0 )()()()()( CAAIMABCBCAMAAICCABBCACCX
   
              
**)( MMSMMS    
And By the condition  ,0)( ***   MMSMMSDD  so .
** DDCXC   
Therefore; 
*******
0 )()()()()( AAIMABCBCAMAAIABBAX
   is a positive 
common solution of adjointable operator equations (1).  
Conversely; let 0X  is a positive common solution to the adjointable operator equations (1), then it is satisfy 
this equation, BBAAX **0   since 
00 X  and by proposition (1) we get .0
* BB   
BBAAX **0   
BBAAAIMABCBCAMAAIAAABBAA ********** )()()()()(    
,)( **** BBAABBAA  so BBBBAA **   
Also, ,** DDCXC   since 00 X  and by proposition (1) we get; .0
* DD  
DDCXC **   
DDCAAIMABCBCAMAAICCABBCA ********** )()()()()(    
.))(( **** DDCCDDSMMS     
Thus we can have .0)(
***   MMSMMSDD  
 Now we show the general common positive solution of adjointable operator equations (1), with same 
condition appeared in above theorem.  
Theorem (1.2):- 
Let ),,(, KHBCA  ),(, HKBDB   and MCA ,,  have g-inverse operators, then the adjointable 
operator equations (1), have a general common positive solution if and only if, 
,** BBBBAA  0)( ***   MMSMMSDD  and ,0,, ** ZDDBB  where, 
,)( *** CABBCAS   )( AAICM   and ).)(()( MMIAAIUUI     
Proof:- 
 We claim 
**
0 )()())(( AAIMMIZMMIAAIXX
   be a general common 
solution to the adjointable operator equations (1), since 0,, ** ZDDBB  then by using proposition (1), we 
can have X  is positive and substitute X  in  the left side of adjointable operator equations (1) we get;  
***
0
* ))()())((( AAAIMMIZMMIAAIXAAXA      
         
****
0 ))()())((( AMMIAAIZMMIAAIAAAX
   
         ,*0 AAX  thus from theorem (1.1) we can have; .
** BBAXA   
And, ****
0
* )()())(( CAAIMMIZMMIAAICCCXCXC     
            
***
0 )()( MMMIZMMIMCCX
   
           ,*0CCX  thus from theorem (1.1) we can have; .
** DDCXC   
Therefore; 
**
0 )()())(( AAIMMIZMMIAAIXX
   is a general positive common 
solution of adjointable operator equations (1).  
Conversely; let X  is a positive common solution to the adjointable operator equations (1.6), then it is satisfy 
this equations, ,** BBAXA   since 0X  and by proposition (1) we get; .0* BB  
,** BBAXA         
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BBAUUIZUUIXA ***0 ))()(( 

  
,**0 BBAAX 
 thus from theorem (1.1) we can have; .** BBBBAA   
Also, ,** DDCXC    since 0X  and by proposition (1) we get .0* DD  
DDCXC **   
DDCUUIZUUIXC ***0 ))()(( 

 
,**0 DDCCX   Thus from theorem (1.1) we can have; ,0)( ***   MMSMMSDD  and since 
X  is positive common solution to (1), then from [5] one can have Z  is positive.     
           
2- General Common positive Solutions for system of adjointable Operator Equations. 
Theorem (2.1):- 
Let ),,(, KHBBA   ),(,,, HKBFECD   and MNBA ,,,  have g-inverse operators, then the 
system of adjointable operator equations (2) have a positive common solution if 
,0))(( ***   MMYSMMDD ,)( **** EEBBEEAA  ,0)( **   NTNNNTCC
,)( **** FFABEEBA  **** )( BBAA   and ,0,,,)( **  YTSBEEA  where, 
,)( *** BBEEBAW  ,)( *** BBEBES  ,)( *** ABEEAAT  ,)( **** ABEEABY 
)( AAIBM   and .)( ** ABBIN   
Proof:- 
  We claim 
*******
0 )())(()()()()()(( BBITNNBBIAAIMSMAAIAABEEAAAX
 
.)()()(  ** AAIMYMAAI    be a common solution to the system of adjointable operator 
equations (2), since ,0,,,)( **  YTSBEEA  then by using proposition (1), we can have 0X  is positive, 
to show that, we substitute in the system of adjointable operator equations(2), thus;   
 ********
0 )()()()()(( BAAIMSMAAIBBAABEEAABABBX
   
****** )()()()())((                BAAIMYMAAIBBBBITNNBBIB      
******** )()()(              MMYMMMMSMMBBEEAB      
        
**))(( MMYSMMS    
And, by using the condition,  0))(( ***   MMYSMMDD  we get; .** DDBXB   
Also, 
********
0 )()()()()(( AAAIMSMAAIAAAABEEAAAAAAX
   
****** )()()()())((                        AAAIMYMAAIAABBITNNBBIA    
NTNNNABEEAA   ***** )()(                       
       NTNNNT
 ** )(           
Since  0)( **   NTNNNTCC  we get; CCAXA **   
 And, ********
0 )()()()()(( BAAIMSMAAIABAABEEAAAABAX
    
****** )()()()())((                        BAAIMYMAAIABBBITNNBBIA       
*********** )()()()()()( BBBITNNNMMSMAAIABAABEEAA    
     **)()( MMYMAAIA                   
   
***** )()(   BAABEEAA   
By the condition, **** )( BBAA   we get; ****
0 )( BBEEAABAX
   
and by condition, EEBBEEAA **** )(   we get; EEAXB
**   
 Finally,
********
0 )()()()()(( AAAIMSMAAIBAAABEEAABAABX
               
****** )()()()())((                         AAAIMYMAAIBABBITNNBBIB                
NTNNBBIBAAAIMSMMABEEBA   ******* ))(()()()(  
           
*** )()(      AAAIMYMM    
             
*** )( ABEEBA                      
And By using the condition FFABEEBA **** )(   one can have FFBXA **   
Therefore; 
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*******
0 )())(()()()()()(( BBITNNBBIAAIMSMAAIAABEEAAAX
 
.)()()(  ** AAIMYMAAI    is a positive common solution of the system of adjointable operator 
equations (2).  
 
Now, we show the general common positive solution of the system of adjointable operator equations (2), 
with same condition appeared in above theorem.   
Theorem (2.2):- 
Let ),,(, KHBBA   ),(,,, HKBFECD   and MNBA ,,,  have g-inverse operators, then the 
system of adjointable operator equations (2), have a general positive common solution if 
,)( **** EEBBEEAA  ,0))((
***   MMYSMMDD ,)( **** BBAA 
,0)( **   NTNNNTCC FFABEEBA **** )(   and ,0,,,,)(
**  ZYTSBEEA  
where, ,)(
*** BBEEBAW  ,)(
*** BBEBES  ,)( *** ABEEAAT  ),( AAIBM 
**** )( ABEEABY   and .)( ** ABBIN   
Proof:- 
We claim
**
0 )()())(( AAIMMIZMMIAAIXX
   be a common solution to the 
system of adjointable operator equations (2) since ,0,,,,)(
**  ZYTSBEEA  then by using proposition 
(1) we can have X  is positive and substitute X  in  the left side of adjointable operator equations (2) we 
get;  
**
0
* )))(_())((( BBBINNIZMMIAAIXBBXB     
        
***
0 ))(_()( BBBINNIZMMIMBBX
   
     ,*0BBX  thus from theorem (2.1) we can have; .
** DDBXB   
Also, ****
0
* )()())(( AAAIMMIZMMIAAIAAAXAXA    
           
****
0 ))()_())(( AAAIMMIZMMIAAIAAAX
     
           ,*0 AAX  thus from theorem (2.1) we can have; .
**
0 CCAAX   
And, ****
0
* )()())(( BAAIMMIZMMIAAIABAXAXB     
 
       
****
0 )()_())(( BAAIMMIZMMIAAIABAX
   
       ,*0BAX  Thus from theorem (2.1) we can have; .
** EEAXB   
Finally, ****
0
* )()())(( AAAIMMIZMMIAAIBABXBXA        
            
****
0 ))()_()( AAAIMMIZMMIMABX
    
          ,*0 ABX  thus from theorem (2.1) we can have; .
** CCAXA   
Therefore; 
**
0 )()())(( AAIMMIZMMIAAIXX
   is a general positive common 
solution of the system of adjointable operator equations (2).  
 
Remark (2.3):- 
The converse of theorems (2.1), (2.2) not necessary to be true. To illustrate this consider the following example. 
Example (2.4):- 
Let ,
36
12
 





A ,
12
12






B ,
2424
2424
*






DD ,
21672
7224
*






CC ,
7272
2424
*






EE  ,
7224
7224
*






FF  then 







42
23
X  is a common positive solution of the system of adjointable operator equations (2).  

























2424
2424
11
22
42
23
12
12
*BXB
 

























21672
7224
31
62
42
23
36
12
*AXA
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
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
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
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
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
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
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


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
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










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7224
7224
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12
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But, ,
00
06
025.0
025.0
7272
2424
00
05.0
)( ** 























 BEEA  it is not positive operator.  
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